
Region Template Correlation for FLIRTarget TrackingH.S. Parry1, A.D. Marshall1, and K.C. Markham21Department of Computer Science 2British Aerospace (Dynamics) Ltd.University of Wales College of Cardi� Flight Dynamics DepartmentPO Box 916 PO Box 5, FPC 440,Cardi� CF2 3XF Filton, Bristol BS12 7QWE-mail: H.S.Parry@cs.cf.ac.uk, dave@cs.cf.ac.ukAbstractThis paper deals with the problem of tracking an object from asequence of images captured from a camera moving towards the object.Many conventional image based trackers trace key reference points overan image sequence using simple correlation processes [1]. However, thepresence of noise and the magni�cation of image features as the cameraapproaches the object may cause a tracked point to drift. This paperintroduces an alternative technique based on tracking regions formedby image segmentation. A region template of the target is acquired inthe �rst frame and correlated over segmented images in future frames.The new technique produces signi�cant reductions in drift rate andresults have been obtained for real forward looking infrared (FLIR)images. This paper then discusses the advantages of integrating thenew technique with a conventional point correlation based tracker.1 IntroductionThe tracking of features in an image sequence is important in the areas of roboticsand automated navigation. The tracking process depends on matching a set ofimage features (e.g. points, edges or regions) present in one frame with featuresfound in the next frame. Image points are typically matched using conventionalcorrelation, where an image patch extracted from the previous frame is comparedwith a search area in the current frame [1, 2, 3]. Point correlation has the advantageof being robust and can be implemented for real-time applications. However, theproblem associated with correlation is that, over a long image sequence, smalltracking errors may accumulate to cause tracked points to migrate from theirinitially designated areas.Our application for tracking image features is the guidance of a missile withan on-board FLIR camera towards a stationary object. For this purpose, onlya subset of the motion parameters are required for navigation and these can besupplied from the use of a multiple point correlator(MPC) [1]. However, FLIRimages are typically of low contrast and can worsen the drift of point correlationwith the e�ect that background objects will become tracked. Therefore, there isa need for a method to correct drift throughout the missile's time-of-ight.Tracking regions of segmented images [4, 5, 6] has the advantage of regionsbeing a higher level representation than pixels. Their distinctive attributes make
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British Machine Vision Conferencethem less prone to noise. Typically they are matched by size, shape and/or inten-sity. However, the segmentation of images into regions can be slow and a regionmay become divided across two frames leading to complications in the matchingprocess. The division of regions is associated particularly in image sequences wherethe target enlarges due to egomotion1.This paper describes a new method of correlating a target region templateacross image frames that have been segmented and where the target has beenselected by the man-in-the-loop in the �rst frame. This method of region templatecorrelation (RTC) copes very well with regions which split between frames. Thispaper presents results of a typical test carried out on real FLIR image to showthat RTC tracking can signi�cantly reduce drift rates experienced by conventionalcorrelation trackers. The reduction in drift results from the fact that regions o�era higher level representation of the image sequence evolution.While this new method has been successfully run on its own, it is presentedas a means of correcting drift experienced by the MPC. This paper describes thecurrent method of tracking features used in our application and then the stepsinvolved in the new method of tracking. The results for the current and newmethods are compared. Finally, the integration of RTC with the MPC will beconsidered.2 MPC TrackerIn our application, the current method of providing missile guidance employs theMPC tracker [1]. Each point is tracked by conventional correlation where a ref-erence patch extracted from the previous frame is compared over a search areain the current frame to generate a correlation error surface. An extrema in thecorrelation error surface determines the image position that gives the best matchin the current frame. The reference patch is then updated and centred on thecorrelation extrema. The scene similarity is provided by the di�erence squaredcorrelator: c(k; l) = KrXi=1 LrXj=1(r(i; j; t� T )� s(i + k � 1; j + l � 1; t))2for: k = 1; :::;Ks�Kr + 1 and l = 1; :::; Ls� Lr + 1where k and l are the o�sets between reference image r and search space s.The tracking of a point on an object whose shape, size or orientation changesacross consecutive frames produces an error in the correlation. Although the erroris small given a short time step between two consecutive frames, the accumulationof errors over a large number of frames cause tracked points to migrate from thetarget area [2, 3].The tracking of multiple points allows the motion parameters of a movingcamera to be estimated. For the purpose of guiding a missile or aircraft towards astationary object only a subset of the motion parameters are required for naviga-tion. The four dominant incremental guidance parameters are the pitch and yawlook angles to the target, a roll angle and an instantaneous estimate of time-to-go.1Egomotion describes the type of image motion produced by a camera moving through astatic environment.



British Machine Vision ConferenceThe MPC tracker provides a good estimate of the required motion parameters be-tween consecutive frames with improved accuracy as the number of tracked pointsincreases. However, its inability to recover from tracking errors is a serious draw-back and can lead to background objects being tracked. Since the MPC has beenimplemented in hardware and linked to the on-board navigation system there is arequirement for a method to periodically correct tracking errors.3 Region Based SegmentationThe RTC tracker presented in this paper employs the region segmentation of animage. Region segmentation is the process of partitioning image pixels into regionsof, for example, homogeneous grey values. A pixel becomes a member of a regionon the conditions that its grey value falls within a speci�ed range and that thepixel is spatially connected to another region member.3.1 Segmentation AlgorithmThe segmentation technique used in this application was based on histogram opti-misation segmentation (HOS) [7]. This segmentation method was selected becauseit has been used successfully on FLIR images in the past [8] and our tests on realimages have given good results considering that FLIR images are typically of poorcontrast and have a high signal-to-noise-ratio. Furthermore, HOS has greaterpotential for real time implementation than traditional methods such as regiongrowing that have not given signi�cantly better results.The HOS algorithm uses local histograms of an image, through the applicationof a 3x3 �lter, to smooth regions of uniform intensity while enhancing edges. Aclustering algorithm then scans the image line by line to group adjacent pixelsthat have an intensity di�erence below a segmentation threshold. An example ofHOS image is given in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Histogram optimised segmentation of a real FLIR image.4 Region TrackingThe segmentation of an image sequence leads to the need to match regions betweenframes so that objects may be tracked. The following sections describes previouswork related to our application done on region tracking and the associated di�-culty.4.1 Target TrackingThe use of regions formed from segmentation has been investigated for targettracking [9, 10, 11]. These algorithms intended for real-time use, employed the



British Machine Vision Conferencegeometric centroid of a segmented region as the target aimpoint. These weremainly intended to track missile or jet exhaust plumes and assumed that the targetwas small and had the strongest intensity. The methods made the assumptionthat the centroid position in the previous frame would fall on the target regionin the current frame. For each frame, the image would be segmented into targetand background regions within a window centred on the predicted aimpoint. Noattempt was made to ensure a correspondence between regions in two consecutiveframes.These methods because of their sensitivity to target intensity are not validwhen the target is large [12] or in a cluttered scene [10]. They fail because largertargets give rise to multiple regions and a cluttered scene does not allow the easydiscrimination of a target from its surroundings.4.2 Di�culty in Region TrackingThe work described above made no attempt to match regions between frames. Theprocess of matching regions across a segmented image sequence captured from acamera undergoing egomotion can be very di�cult. The complicating factors arethe presence of noise and the fact that detail becomes more profound producingchanges in image intensity as the distance to an object decreases. These factorsa�ect the consistency of the segmentation over an image sequence and leave littlecorrespondence between regions across two consecutive frames. While a regionpreserving its shape and size across frames is easy to relate, region splitting andmerging complicate the matching process. Examples of methods that have copedwith region splitting and merging have employed region corners [5] and multi-resolution segmentation [6].The di�culty in tracking regions over an image sequence when there is littlecorrelation between regions across two consecutive frames is illustrated in Figure2. The two frames are segmentations of a battle tank in a cluttered scene. Thetwo consecutive frames have di�erent image partition and few regions in one framecan be be easily mapped onto the next frame. A region can change shape slightly,become joined with another, become divided into smaller region or a combinationof the former two.Figure 2: Segmentation of two consecutive FLIR images.5 Region Template CorrelationAs described in the previous section, the di�culty in tracking regions over animage sequence lies in the fact that there can be little correlation between regionsacross two consecutive frames. A method of tracking a target object over an image



British Machine Vision Conferencesequence needs to be able to cope with the unpredictable division of the target intomultiple regions and also with target regions joined to the background. The latterproblem is not as prevalent as the former in image sequences but nevertheless hasthe potential to be detrimental to the tracking of targets.The solution to the problem of detecting the target when there is the unpre-dictable division of the target into multiple regions involves taking a templateformed from target regions in the previous frame and �nding regions in the nextframe that best accommodate the template. The problem of a large proportionof the target being joined to the background a�ects the correct detection of thetarget. However, when this does occur its lifetime is short. Therefore, the prob-lem can be overcome by detecting it and delaying the target position update untilfuture frames.5.1 Tracking ProcedureOur method uses a similarity function that evaluates how well the template �tsin with underlying regions for a particular template position. The procedure tolocate the target in the current frame is similar to the conventional correlationdescribed in Section 2. A template representing the target area is passed from theprevious frame and compared over a search window in the current segmented imageframe. The search window is centred on the target position in the previous frame.For each point in the search window, the template is centred and its similaritywith the segmented image2 is measured. The point within the search window thatgives the highest degree of similarity represents the target position in the currentframe. Since one template is used for all target regions, the relative positions ofthe regions are rigidly maintained.The similarity or correlation for a template position x; y and a segmented imageis made according to the equation:c(x; y) = nXi=0 l2iritwhere ri is the area of the ith region, t is the template area, li is the templateoverlap of the ith region and n is the number of segmented regions.The equation evaluates the correlation by measuring the proportion of overlapbetween the projected template and its underlying regions. Those regions whichare totally or largely covered contribute a high value. The point in the search areagiving the highest correlation corresponds to the point where the template success-fully �ts in with its underlying regions. Thus, where the template is acquired andcorrelated in the same frame (see Figure 3), under correct template alignment, allunderlying regions would be 100 per cent covered giving a maximum correlationvalue of 1.0. When the template is acquired in one frame and correlated in thenext frame, the peak correlation value will always be less than 1.0 because of thee�ect of noise and the magni�cation of the target.A false target position may result from performing correlation on a poorlysegmented image. The point of highest correlation does not correspond with theactual target position when a large proportion of the target is joined to a back-ground region. This occurrence is signalled by the highest correlation value being2While complete image segmentations are shown in this paper to give an idea of range, duringtracking only a window around the target requires segmentation.
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Figure 3: Correlation surface generated from template acquired and correlated forsegmented image on the left.Figure 4: Segmentation of two consecutive images. The left image gives a highcorrelation for a template passed from previous frame, the right image gives a lowcorrelation for the template highlighted in the left image.low and that it is unsafe to accept the returned position. This is illustrated inFigure 4. The frame on the left gives a correlation value of 0.96 and the templateextracted for use in the next frame is highlighted. The frame on the right gives acorrelation value of 0.48 for the reason that a target region is joined to the back-ground. During a sequence run, correlation values below a correlation thresholdresults in the returned target position being rejected.After the target position is found and providing the correlation value is abovethe speci�ed correlation threshold, the template is updated to accommodate theincreased target size and to obtain a better target de�nition. Template updateis executed by projecting the template around the detected position of the targettemplate and considering the overlap between the template and current segmentedimage. Regions whose proportion of overlap is above a speci�ed overlap thresholdare copied onto a new template. This step is necessary because even though thecorrelation value is high, small target regions may still be joined to the background.The template update process is not sensitive to minor misalignments between ac-tual target and the template and can correct for errors in target position returnedby template correlation. For target positions whose detection falls below the cor-relation threshold, the target position and template from the last update is passedto the next frame.During template update, small target regions that are joined to the backgroundwill not be copied into the template and this can lead to a deterioration in theintegrity of the template as cavities are left. To reduce this e�ect, the old templateis aligned with the new to �ll the cavities. This does not take into account anincrease in the target size, and therefore target areas that are continually not



British Machine Vision Conferenceupdated eventually lead to targets parts not being represented by the template.5.2 ResultsThe RTC tracker has been tested on real FLIR image sequences with encouragingresults. The FLIR sequences were taken a decade ago and are considered to be ofpoor quality compared to today's standard FLIR cameras but are representativefor present systems application when optics, motion blur, vibration and thermalnoise are taken into account. Furthermore, the sequences provide an aggressivetest of our tracking method. A typical example selected to illustrate the improve-ments is a sequence captured from a helicopter approaching a stationary tank.Figure 5 shows the segmented sequence with the template acquired for a partic-ular frame superimposed on it and represented as a shaded area. Regions thatare only partially covered by the template are the result of the old template beingsuperimposed on the new template. For the �rst frame, the template was acquiredby manually selecting target regions to be included.Figure 6 is a plot of the correlation values against frame number obtained fromthe test sequence. The horizontal line represents the correlation threshold for thetemplate update. Peak correlation values that fell below this line resulted in notemplate update. The fact that the plot oscillates severely during the initial stagesreects the poor image segmentation obtained due to the quality of the FLIRimages. During poor segmentations a large target proportion is usually joinedwith the background. The target is composed of few regions during the earlysequence stage and therefore a target region joined to the background representsa large target proportion. Consistent tracking was obtained once the range-to-gohad halved.To measure the drift rate of the MPC tracker, the distance of the centroidof the tracked points relative to the target centre was calculated. For the RTCtracker, the drift was measured as being the distance between the region templatecentre and the ideal target centre. From Figure 7 it can be seen that the drift forthe MPC is more severe than the RTC tracker. By frame 115 the drift for theMPC is 17.8 pixels compared to 4.4 for the RTC, a signi�cant improvement innavigation system performance terms.5.3 ConclusionThe image sequence tested on the tracker was aggressive to ensure that under nocircumstances would the tracker fail to recognise when a frame produces a badsegmentation and start tracking a false target. The segmentations are not goodbut this is a reection of the quality of the images rather than the segmentationalgorithm. Other segmentation methods based on region growing and split-and-merge produced only minor improvements compared to HOS but were signi�cantlyslower. Threshold steps were included to cope with the e�ects of poor segmenta-tions. These steps controlled whether complete or partial update of the templatetook place. Failure of complete or partial update were mostly short lived andcould be tolerated because the short time step between images meant that targetsize and position would change little. Therefore, the integrity of the templatecompared to the target was preserved.
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Figure 5: Example of RTC applied to sequence of segmented real FLIR images.The shaded areas represent the template acquired for a frame.
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Figure 6: Plot of correlation value against frame number. Correlation values belowthe correlation threshold are considered as false target detections.

Figure 7: Drift comparison of MPC and RTC trackers.6 Integration of MPC and RTC TrackersThe RTC tracker has been successfully executed on its own but can bene�t froman estimate of the increase in target size made by the MPC tracker. RTC can takeadvantage of such an estimate to magnify its template and thus overcome twoproblems. The �rst problem occurs when a succession of peak correlation valuesfalling below the correlation threshold results in a period of no template update.This leads to an impaired ability to detect the target because the template issmaller than the image target size. The second problem occurs during templateupdate when the old template is superimposed on the new template. This can leadto a loss in template integrity when the new and old templates are of di�erentsizes. The loss in target integrity may be seen in Figure 5 where the right track ofthe tank is included in the template during the early stage of the image sequencebut is later not present.The integration of both tracker types allows de�ciency in one tracker typeto be compensated by the other. However, for our application RTC is viewedas providing support for the MPC tracker for the following reasons. The MPC
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